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Abstract.

1. Introduction [1], [2], [7]

The objective consists in optimizing the fuel
consumption of a power station of small cogeneration multi
machines while minimizing generated pollution. At first, a
study carried out on the strategies of Economic Dispatch , was
used to us to solve the unit commitment problem, whose main
aim is to determine the optimal schedule of online generating
units so as to meet the power demand at minimum operating
cost under various system and operating constraints. This work
was carried out by Secant method combined with Improved
Pre-prepared Power Demand (IPPD) table which obtains the
unit status information and then the optimal solution is achieved
by Secant method at each power demand for 24 hours. The
comparison of results of the proposed method with the results
of classical method, by Matlab/Simulink, shows that the
proposed approach provides qualitative solution.

Unit commitment (UC) is the problem of selecting the
generating units to be in service during a scheduling
period and for how long. The overall problem can be
divided into two sub problems namely unit commitment
and economic dispatch. The committed units must meet
the system load and reserve requirements at minimum
operating cost, subject to a variety of constraints. The
Economic Dispatch Problem (EDP) is to optimally
allocate the load demand among the running units while
satisfying the power balance equations and units operating
limits. The solution of the (UCP) is really a complex
optimization problem. It can be considered as two linked
optimization problems, the first is a combinatorial problem
and the second is a nonlinear programming problem. The
unit commitment decision involves the determination of
the generating units to be running during each hour of the
planning horizon by considering system capacity
requirement and the economic dispatch decision involves
the allocation of the system demand and spinning reserve
capacity among the operating units during each specific
operation of power.
In this paper, we used a classical method to solve unit
commitment problem. Beside, Secant method combined
with IPPD table is proposed for solving UC problem. The
proposed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB (6.5
Version). The paper is organized as follows:
In Section.2, Unit commitment problem formulation is
introduced. Section.3 addresses the solution methodology
for UC problem. Implementation of algorithm is given in
Section.4. Application of the classical method to a central
multimachine small co-generation mode can operate
logged to the network or isolated is presented in section .5.
The simulation and comparison results of power system
with various generator units are presented in Section.6.
Conclusions are finally given in the last section.

Keywords
Gas micro turbine, unit commitment problem, Secant
method, Economic Dispatch, IPPD table and Quadratic
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Sympols and notations
Fi (Pi) Generator fuel cost of ith generating unit
Incremental fuel cost of ith generating unit
λi
Real power output of ith generating unit
pi
PD Demand Power
Ng No. of generating units.
Pi,min Minimum real output power of ith generating unit
pi,max Maximum real output power of ith generating unit
T oni is on time duration of ith hour
T MUi is minimum up time of the generating unit.
Toffi is off time duration generating unit.
T MDi is minimum down time for unit ith.
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amount of power generation available from all units
minus present load.

2. Unit Commitment Problem (UCP)

N

∑P

The object of unit commitment is to decide which of the
available generators should start-up and shut-down over a
given time horizon so that the overall operating cost is
minimised subject to demand and spinning reserve
constraints [2, 13].

i =1

4)

A. Objective function:
The objective function of UC problem is expressed as the
sum of fuel cost, the start up and shut down cost of
individual units for the given period subjected to various
constraints. Mathematically it can be formulated as
follows:
nt

Thermal constraints. The temperature and pressure
of the thermal units vary very gradually and the units
must be synchronized before they are brought online.
A time period of even 1 hour is considered as the
minimum down time of the units. There are certain
factors, which govern the thermal constraints like
minimum up time, min down time and the crew
constraints.

(1)

Toni ≥ TMU i

t =1 i =1

The startup cost is considered as an exponential function
of off time of a generating unit and the corresponding
equation is:

[

SU i ,t = SOi . 1 − Di .(e

( −Toff / Tdown )

)

]

b) Minimum down time. If all the units are
running already, then they cannot be shut
down simultaneously.

Toffi ≥ TMDi

(2)

Considering the fuel cost function as a quadratic function
of real power generation fig, ED problem can be
formulated as follows:

ci ( pi ,t ) = ai + bi Pi ,t + ci Pi ,2t

c)

3. Solution Methodology of UCP
A.

Depending on the nature of the power system under
study, The UCP has many constraints such as the power
balance, spinning reserve and the other constraints
including the thermal constraints, fuel constraints and
security constraints.

1)

Load balance constraint. The real power generated
must be sufficient enough to meet the load demand
and must satisfy the following equation:

λi ,max = bi + 2ci pi ,max

Limits of generating units. The output power of
each generating unit must within its allowable
minimum and maximum limits.

Pi , min < Pi ,t < Pi , max
3)

The procedure to find IPPD table is as follows,
Selection of the Lambda values:
Find minimum and maximum lambda values for all
generators at their maximum and minimum output
power values.

(4)

i =1

2)

Formation IPPD table [2, 7]:

λi ,min = bi + 2ci pi ,min

N

∑ Pi ,tU i,t = PDt

Must run units. Generally in a power
system, some of the units are given a must
run status in order to provide voltage support
for the network.

(3)

B. Constraints [2], [7]:

1)

(6)

a) Minimum up time. If the units have already
been shut down, then there is a minimum
time before which they can be restated.

ng

Fmin = ∑∑ ci ( pi ,t )I i ,t + SU i ,t + SDi ,t

U i ,t ≥ PDt + Rt

i , max

2)

Arrange all the lambda values in ascending order.

3)

Find the output power values for all generators at all
lambda values. The generator constraints are
considered as follows,

ifλi ,t < λi , min ......then

(5)

Spinning reserve constraints. Spinning reserve must
be considered to meet abrupt load variations and
unexpected generating unit outage. It is the total

Pi ,t = 0

For must run generators:

ifλi ,t < λi , min ......then

Pi ,t = Pi , min
2
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4) Arrange lambda, powers, and sum powers at lambda
in table is known as IPPD table. It gives the
information about all predicted power demands and
the information of committed units.

demand, two rows are selected from the IPPD table
such that the power demand lies within the SOP
limits and these two rows are formed as a table is
known as Reduced IPPD (RIPPD) table-I.
Table-I: Reduced Improved Pre-prepared Power Demand table
(RIPPD)

5) At specified power demand, the upper and lower
rows of the IPPD able are selected such that the
power demand at that hour lies within the IPPD
limits. Each column represents the information
about the status of the generating units. If any value
of column is zero, then that corresponding
generating units is off condition and the remaining
units are in on condition. Therefore with help of the
IPPD table, the information of status of unit’s is
determined. Whenever the information of
committed units is known, then the economic
dispatch is used to find the optimal solution.

ng

xk −1 = λmin & f ( xk −1 ) = ∑ Pi (λmin ) − PDt
i =1

B. Secant method for EDP[2- 6][ 8]:
x k = λ max & f ( x k ) =

1) At each power demand over 24 hours, IPPD table
gives the information of unit status. Now, the
economic dispatch is used to find the optimal
solution for all forecasted power demands over 24
hours. In this paper, the secant method is used to
find the optimal solution at each hour. In this
section, Secant method is presented to solve the ED
problem. The following two steps are involved in
the proposed method. The secant method [3, 4] is a
root finding algorithm that uses a succession of
roots of secant lines to better approximate a root of
a function. This method assumes that the function is
approximately linear in the local region of interest
and uses the zero crossing over the line connecting
the limits of the interval as the new reference point.
The next iteration starts from evaluating the
function at the new reference point and then forms
another line. The process is repeated until the root is
found. Geometrically, Newton method uses the
tangent line and secant method approximates the
tangent line by secant line. The secant method has
super linear convergence. It will converge within
five iterations if the guess value is correct. To find
the root of f(x) =0 in the interval of (x0, x1) with
which f(x0).f(x1) <0.

xk +1 = xk −

xk − xk −1
f ( xk )
f (xk ) − f (xk −1)

ng

∑ P (λ
i =1

i

max

) − PD t

4) If Pi violates the generator limits, then set the
generating limits as follows:
a) If Pi is less than the Minimum limit
generating unit, set Pi value is zero.

of

b) if Pi is greater than the maximum limit of
generating unit, set Pi value is Pmax
c)

if the operating generating unit is must run
generator then that unit is always operating
in between the minimum and maximum
operating range

d) From (7), optimal lambda value is evaluated
by secant method at required power demand.
The chief advantage of this method is that it
converges super linearly to find the root of
the polynomial.

4. Implementation of Algorithm for UCP
[14, 2]

(7)
Step-1
Step-2
Step-3

2) The application of Secant method for EDP is as
follows, the power balance equation is written as
function of lambda. Therefore

Read the system data Fuel cost data
Power demand over 24 hours
Formation of IPPD table.
Secant method for EDP

ng

f (λ ) = ∑ Pi (λ ) − PDt

(8)

i =1

3) For the secant method, the values of xk-1, xk,, f(xk-1)
and f(xk) are selected as follows: At specified power

3
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start

Power demand (W)

Read the system data
Calculate the lambda values and arrange
In ascending order. Obtain IPPD table
i=1 to ng
Yes

Time (sec)

IPPDi = PD
No

Fig.1. Daily Load profile

Obtain RIPPD table
A.

Apply Secant method
No

1) The first microturbine participates in 10% of the
power demand and a cold start i.e. it will have 172
seconds of delay before providing power.

ng

∑ P(λ) − PD < 0.001
i

Assume the classical strategy of the economic
dispatch as follows [9,10]:

t

i=1

Yes
2) The second microturbine participates in 30% of the
power demand and a hot start.

stop

3) The third microturbine participates in 60% of the
power demand and a hot start.

Flow chart of the proposed method

5. Application and Simulation

B.

Apply the Secant method, as a solution to the unit
commitment problem on these three microturbines to
determine the microturbine power that each should
provide to meet the demand for power used in the first
strategy.
In the first time, present the powers provided by the three
MTG in fig. (2, a-b) to achieve the objective:

Take a profile continuous fig.(1) daily followed by three
gas microturbines [9-12] having the following
characteristics: The fuel cost data of three thermal units
was given in the table-II.
P1, max=28 kW, P1, min=7 kW
P2, max=56 kW, P2, min=14 kW
P3, max=84 kW, P3, min=14 kW

Total power

Power (W)

The fuel cost data [5] of three thermal units was
given in the table-II.
TABLE II. - Units fuel cost data

ai

bi

ci

1

100

6

0.005

2

300

8

0.0025

3

500

10

0.002

Unit

3

2

1

Time (sec)

Fig.2, a. Output generated power for three units
[Classical method]
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Total fuel consumption

consumption (kBtu/hr)

Power (W)

Total power

2

1
3

2

1
3

Time (sec)

Time (sec)

fig.3, b. Units fuel consumption
[Secant method]

The principal constraint of the optimization strategies is
that the power produced by the three generators must be
equal to the power demand. What distinguishes this
method is that other strategies in the optimal case on a
single generator that is online in some regions of
operation. In fig.(2,b), the MTG1 (black) delivers its
rated power (28 kW) throughout the day, while MTG3
(pink) varies its power to ensure that the principal
constraint is satisfied. Then, the linearity of the powerconsumption relationship [12] gives us the fig.(3,a-b).

By integrating the curves of consumption we obtain in
fig.(4,a-b) the curves quantity of consumed fuel at the end
of the day.

Consumed quantity (kBtu)

fig.2, b. Output generated power for three units
[Secant method]

consumption (kBtu/hr)

Total fuel consumption

Total consumed quantity
at the end of the day

3

2
1

3

Time (sec)
2

Fig.4, a. Fuel consumed quantity at the end of the day
[Classical method]

1

Consumed quantity (kBtu)

Time (sec)

Fig.3, a. Units fuel consumption
[Classical method]

Total consumed quantity
at the end of the day

2

1

3

Time (sec)

fig.4, b. Fuel consumed quantity at the end of the day
[Secant method]
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As show in fig.(4, a-b), the amount of the quantity
consumed by the classical strategy is about 12.054e7
(kBtu), while that by the secant method proposed is about
11.897e7 (kBtu), i.e. that the difference is about 0.1570e7
(kBtu).
Finally, by applying the cost function at any time, we get
the cost to the powers provided by the microturbines, for
each strategy.
The results for four hours are arranged in Table III.
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Table III. - Fuel cost for four hours

hour

Power
demand (kW)

Fuel cost ($)
by classical
method

Fuel cost ($)
by proposed
method

1

66. 7

1504.5

1383.9

7

109.5

1897.7

1826.2

12

142.8

2205.8

2118.8

20

133. 3

2117.7

2021.5

7725.7

7350.4

Total cost ($)

6. Conclusion
This paper has suggested particle swarm optimization
combined with IPPD table for solving unit commitment
problem. This work consisted in its entirety in a technoeconomic study whose objective was to minimize fuel
consumption of a small central cogeneration
multimachine. Initially for all power demands, the unit
status is determined by IPPD table then the optimal
solution is obtained by secant method. In the final part
we had the opportunity to compare simulation example
of our strategy of sharing power applied on three
different microturbines, in our proposed method to
minimize the fuel cost.
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